CORRECTION BAC BLANC series technologiques LV2

Barème sur 30 points à ramener sur 10

I.COMPRÉHENSION DU TEXTE

Document 1: Grand Tour of Europe

A. In the document, find information describing the typical Grand Tourist. /3pts
   1pt/réponse complete
   1) Nationality : British /English
   2) Approximate age : 20 years old
   3) Social or economic status (give 2 elements) : elites – wealthy - aristocrats

B. Find information about the typical Grand Tour. /2pts
   1pt/réponse complète
   1) Destinations (2 countries) : France - Italy
   2) Approximate duration : two to four years

C. RIGHT or WRONG. Justify by quoting the text. /4pts
   1) Grand Tourists didn’t travel alone. 1pt par réponse complete (réponse non justifiée = 0)
   2) The Grand Tour had a positive impact only on the Grand Tourists themselves. 1,5 pt par réponse complete (réponse non justifiée = 0)
   3) The Grand Tour is still practiced today. 1,5 pt par réponse complete (réponse non justifiée = 0)

   1) Grand Tourists didn’t travel alone. RIGHT : l. 8 “travellers and their tutors”
   2) The Grand Tour had a positive impact only on the Grand Tourists themselves. WRONG l.25 “the Tour has been given credit for a dramatic improvement in British architecture and culture”
   3) The Grand Tour is still practiced today. WRONG l.26 : “The French Revolution in 1789 marked the end of the Grand Tour”

Document 2: You Can’t Pick up Raindrops

D. In the document, pick out information about Bob and the narrator’s situation: /3pts
   1pt/réponse complète
   1) occupation : Peace Corps volunteers
   2) host country : Dominican Republic
   3) monthly salary : ninety-five dollars

E. RIGHT or WRONG? Answer and justify by quoting the text. /9pts
   1,5 pt par réponse complete (réponse non justifiée = 0)
1) Bob and the narrator live in a city. WRONG: l.1 “in small, not-quite-a-village”
2) Bob and the narrator live in a house with modern equipment. WRONG: l.5 “There is no electricity, running water or sewer”
3) Bob and the narrator only do intellectual work. WRONG: l.8-10 “we work on projects: water supplies with water-well hand pumps; (...) vegetable gardens, and hog production. We introduce new varieties of cigar wrapper tobacco”
4) Teaching is one of Bob and the narrator’s tasks. RIGHT: l.9 “grade school and adult English classes”
5) In their free time, Bob and the narrator interact with local people. RIGHT: l.20 “Here we gather with the older guys at the small tiendas”
6) Bob and the narrator get no personal satisfaction from their experience. WRONG: l.25-27 “it is, perhaps, one of the most rewarding periods of our lives, a chance to withdraw from the rush of modern civilization, and to understand how others live.”

Documents 1 and 2 /9pts
1,5 pt par réponse complete (réponse non justifiée = 0)

F. From the list below, choose
1) the three main motivations that best apply to the travelers in document 1 Justify each motivation by quoting the text

a- to increase their knowledge: l.1-2 “in an effort to broaden their horizons and learn about language, architecture, geography, and culture” OR l.21: “the goal of the Grand Tour was educational”
d- to discover exceptional cities: l.11-12: “interested in visiting those cities that were considered the major centers of culture at the time”
f- to prepare themselves for the future: l.23-24: “Upon their return to England, Tourists were supposedly ready to take on the responsibilities of an aristocrat.”

2) the three main motivations that best apply to the travelers in document 2 Justify each motivation by quoting the text

b- to help local people: l.13-14: “We do anything (...) to better the lives of the Puñaleros.”
c- to escape city life: l.26-27: “a chance to withdraw from the rush of modern civilization”
e- to discover a different lifestyle: l.26-27 “a chance (...)to understand how others live. “

II. EXPRESSION

Choose ONE of the following subjects. Write 150 to 180 words.
A. You are in charge of recruiting volunteers for a charitable organization abroad. You meet a group of potential candidates to explain the job profile (necessary qualities, experience, practical abilities ...) to them.

OR

B. You have decided to spend a year traveling in foreign countries with a friend. You meet to discuss the details of your plans. Imagine the conversation.